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Shane Warne obviously expected the 
same old Ian Bell to turn up for the Ashes 
in England last winter. Before the series 

began, he explained how to get Bell out in his 
Daily Telegraph column. “The thing with Bell 
is to be super-aggressive towards him with 
body language and intensity,” wrote Warne, no 
doubt remembering how routinely he’d sorted 
the spotty young “Sherminator” during Bell’s 
early years in Test cricket. “As soon as he 
walks to the crease, all 11 Australians have to 
be all over him, make him feel uncomfortable.” 
Warne suggested that the Australian seamers 
bowl a tight line at the top of off stump and 
wait for the edges to start finding hands in the 
cordon. In Warnie’s estimation, it was the 
same old Bell with the same old frailties. 
Surely that tried and tested mixture of 
patience and intimidation would do for  
the Englishman this time around? 

Harris, Siddle and the rest executed their 
plans perfectly. They clung to their off-peg 
line, stifled Bell’s free-scoring game, got right 
in his face. But, by the time the series wound 
down in the south London gloom, Bell had 
scored 562 runs at 62.44. He’d hit three 
hundreds and two fifties; a lay-down for  
man of the series. 

Bell smiles at the mention of his halcyon 
summer but offers a simple assessment of his 
runs. “If you’re playing at the highest level 
you’ll have good days and bad,” he says. “It’s 
impossible to play well all the time. When the 
good times come you have to cash in.” It’s a 
quote that says much for Bell’s new-found 
pragmatism. Gone is the forced grin and 
twitchy demeanour; gone are the doubts  
and the furrowed brow. The skittish young 
batsman who played his first Test back in 2004 
is no more. Somewhere along the way, Ian Bell 
has grown up.

Pundits said that Bell’s runs were the 
difference between the two sides – and  
they were right. But there was a greater 
significance to his runs last winter. The nervy 
under-performer, the man opponents called 
“little boy” for so long, finally scored big-boy 
runs. He scored runs when his side needed 
them, he changed the course of games, he 
swung the balance in England’s favour.  
They were runs that Tom Graveney or Colin 
Cowdrey would’ve been proud of. Indeed,  
they were runs that Steve Waugh would’ve 
cherished. In short, they were runs most 
thought Ian Bell was incapable of. 

Certainly Bell has played barnacle before.  
In Nagpur, last December, his hundred took 
longer than Jonathan Trott’s as the two batted 
India out of the series. A few months later, he 
stonewalled New Zealand, eking out 75 runs 
from 270 balls as the Black Caps pushed for an 
unexpected series win at Auckland. In 2010 at 
Newlands, he dead-batted Steyn and Morkel, 
barricading himself with the tail as England 
hung on for a draw. 

In the last Ashes series, however, Bell’s runs 
didn’t save games – they set up wins. In the 
second Test at Lords, England was wobbling 
at 3-29 in the first innings. Bell dug in, scored 
109, and the home team won by 247 runs. In 
the fourth Test at Chester-le-Street, Ryan 
Harris knocked over Cook, Root and Trott with 

England only seven ahead in their second 
innings. Again, England were wobbling. 
Again, Bell dug in, scored 113, and took 
England’s lead to 299 as Stuart Broad’s 
bowling did the rest. On such innings did  
the series turn.

But it was Bell’s 109 at Trent Bridge in  
the first Test that laid the foundations for 
England’s 3-0 series win. First innings, he’d 
nicked off to slip – just as Warnie said he 
would – for 25.  Bell grimaces at the memory: 
“I was batting well at the start of the season, 
against New Zealand too, getting starts and 
then getting out.” It was, according to his 
many detractors, typical Bell.

Second time around, however, there was  
no nice 20, no soft dismissal. Bell entrenched 
himself at the crease. He fought hard with 
Jonny Bairstow, then stonewalled while Matt 
Prior bashed England past 200. It was his 
stand with Stuart Broad, though, that turned 
the game. Siddle, Starc, Pattinson and Watson 
fired it in around off-stump; Bell withstood. 
Forced to drop his flourishing straight drives, 
he survived and adapted, scratching out runs 
where he could find them. He took to opening 
the face, running balls to third man. When the 
bowlers straightened their line, he worked the 
ball through mid-wicket. In all, he faced 267 
balls for his 109. It was the only century of the 

match, and led his side to the only 300-plus 
total of the match. England, it seemed, had 
found a new Brigadier Block. 

Field Marshall Forward Defence, Geoffrey 
Boycott, was suitably impressed. He praised 
Bell’s composure, judgement of length, 
sureness of footwork and exquisite timing. 
“His most important innings for England,” 
Boycott declared. In the post-match press 
conference, Sky TV commentator Ian Ward put 
Boycott’s assessment to the batsman. Bell 
corrected him: “Best Ashes hundred,” he said. 
More recently, Bell told me that it was nice to 
“re-affirm” – not prove, mind you – that he 
could score tough runs.

By the end of the series, Michael Vaughan 
was calling Bell “England’s Mr Dependable”. 
Graham Thorpe, England’s last middle order 
stalwart and current limited overs batting 
coach, praised Bell’s resilience and his 
patience. Even Shane Warne admitted that 
Bell’s Trent Bridge ton was his best. (Although 
Warne did follow this up by wondering if Bell 
might get complacent and lazy. “He’s done 
that before after scoring runs,” the wily old 
tweaker mused.) Some – not Warne – likened 
him to Steve Waugh: England’s middle order 
fire fighter, a gnarly old warrior who knows 
how to grind out ugly runs. 

It was a world removed from the brittle kid, 

the nervy starter of yore; the streaky stroke-
maker of Warne’s estimation.

Ian Bell is now 31. He’s played as many 
Tests as Garfield Sobers and scored as 
many hundreds as Graham Gooch. He’s 

14th on the list of England’s leading Test-
match run scorers, and has a better Test 
average than Gower, Cowdrey and Graveney. 
Yet he’s still just as often mentioned in the 
same breath as talented underachievers like 
Graeme Hick and Mark Ramprakash: technically 
astute, mentally weak.

Trent Bridge was the fifth time Bell had 
scored a hundred in the first Test of a series.  
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In 2006 against Pakistan, however, he’d come 
in at 4-321 after Cook and Collingwood had set 
the innings up. Cook got things rolling again 
the following year against the West Indies, 
where Bell hit 109. And in 2011, Trott and Cook 
had both carved centuries off Sri Lanka before 
Bell made his unbeaten 103. Even Bell’s 199 
against South Africa in 2010 came after 
Strauss and Cook had put a hundred runs on  
the board. Not until Pietersen was out for a 
typically destructive 152, England cruising  
at 403, did Bell take the lead. 

At Trent Bridge this year, however, it was a 
different tale. Bell walked past Pietersen on his 
way to the wicket with England only 56 runs 

ahead in their second dig. Trott and Root were 
already back in the hutch. Ten runs later, Cook 
edged Ashton Agar to first slip. After months 
of mocking assessments of Michael Clarke’s 
touring party, haughty predictions of a 5-0 
whitewash, the home team were suddenly 
teetering.

Yes, Trent Bridge was the first time Ian Bell 
had taken centre stage in an Ashes contest. 
But, as Warnie would be quick to point out,  
so he should. It was, after all, his fifth Ashes 
series. His first was the fabled 2005 series. A 
callow 23-year-old with three Tests under his 
belt, Bell managed two fifties at Old Trafford 
and little else. Warne evoked the youngster's 

inner Cullinan, tormenting him with jibes and 
theatrics, sending him back to the pavilion on 
three occasions. 

He did marginally better in the 2006-07 
series in Australia, posting four half centuries. 
However he was forced to wear much of the 
blame for the horror batting collapse that cost 
the tourists the second Test at Adelaide. 
England started the final day at 1-59, a 97-run 
lead, Bell on 18. A draw seemed inevitable. 
Then, after Strauss chipped Warne to Hussey 
at silly point, Bell committed his sin: he 
pushed Warne to backward point then 
watched the ball as Collingwood called him 
through for the single. Michael Clarke 

swooped and threw to the bowler's end, 
catching a scampering Bell short of his 
ground. After that, England stumbled to 129, 
leaving Australia just enough time to knock  
off the 168 for victory.

The 2009 Ashes series was another blank 
campaign for Bell, with a pair of nondescript 
half centuries his only returns of note. He was 
the support act again in 2010-11, scoring three 
fifties as Cook, Trott and Pietersen hoarded the 
serious runs. In the fifth Test at Sydney, he 
finally scored his first Ashes century, but even 
then he came in at 5-226 with England only 54 
behind Australia’s first innings score and Cook 
closing in on his third big hundred of the series.  

Prior to the recent series in England, Bell’s 
Ashes tale has been, in all, an anonymous 
episode best reflected in the stats. His average 
stood at 33, some way behind Thorpe (45), 
Gower (44) and Ramprakash (42), and on par 
with Hick (35).

Of course, beyond the old rivalry, Bell has 
had big series. He hit three hundreds against 
Pakistan in 2006. In 2010 he made 574 runs at 
63 on tours of South Africa and Bangladesh. In 
2011, he stroked 835 runs at 119 in seven Tests 
against India and Sri Lanka. In total, he 
averages 46 in Tests, scores at least one ton 
every season, and has only twice averaged 
below 35 in a calendar year. Yet, it always 
seemed like something was missing; there 
was a disconcerting anonymity to his presence 
in England’s middle order. He never imparted 
the calming influence of a Steve Waugh, the 
elegant joy of a Gower, the permanence of a 
Cowdrey, the solidity of a Thorpe.

A sumptuous 235 against India at The Oval 
in 2011, batting at number three, gave hope 
that the real Bell may at last have emerged. 
Then, he suffered the winter from hell. In five 
away Tests in the UAE and Sri Lanka early in 
2012, he mustered a paltry 134 runs at an 
average of 14.88. England, 
nominally the number-one 
Test side in the world, lost 
3-0 to Pakistan. They were 
scarcely better in Sri 
Lanka. More worrying 
than the stats, however, 
was the manner in which 
Bell batted. Unsure 
whether to counter-attack 
or defend, he did neither. 
At times, against Ajmal 
and Rehman he looked 
horribly temporary. The 
eyes showed his anguish: 
uncertain, anxious, 
tentative. 

The breakthrough 
innings against India at The Oval had proved  
a false dawn. The youngster who’d flinched at 
Warne’s “Sherminator” jibes, the lad Alec 
Stewart told not to walk to the wicket like a 
schoolboy, was back. Question is: were the 
tough runs he harvested in the last Ashes 
series yet another false dawn? Is another UAE 
debacle just around the corner? 

graham thorpe doesn’t think so. 
The former England middle-order rock 
saw a new maturity to Bell’s game last 

winter. Thorpe points, for example, to the 
intelligence he showed against disciplined 
Australian bowling in the first Test. “At Trent 
Bridge, Australia started bowling fifth slip at 
him and he just gently rolled the ball down to 
third man,” says Thorpe. “He picked up a few 
boundaries, forced Michael Clarke to put in a 
third man. When you do that, you make the 
opposition bowl straighter and that opens up 
the leg side if they get it slightly wrong.” 

In Thorpe’s estimation, this intelligence 
allied with a growing concentration, has lifted 
Bell into the highest echelon of middle-order 
batsmen: “He dug his side out of trouble all the 
way through that last series," says Thorpe. 

"Not many can say they’ve done that.”
Dennis Amiss is another who sees 

permanence to Bell's rich vein of form. The 
former Warwickshire and England batsman, 
believes Bell now has the confidence to go 
with what, for Amiss, has always been the 
best technique of the current England line- 
up. “In the past, if anything went wrong, Ian 
would be the first to be blamed or left out,”  
he says. “Now he knows he can do it against 
anybody.” Amiss is confident Bell has now 
morphed into the complete middle-order 
player. “He’s shown he can play any situation,” 
shrugs Amiss. 

For Bell himself, the change from fragile 
strokemaker to solid accumulator in the  
past Ashes series was more a reaction to 
circumstances than a deliberate plan. “Pitches 
were dry, it was reverse swinging and the 
Australians bowled tight lines,” he says. “It 
was scrappy cricket at times. You had to fight 
for every single. I’d been to India last year and 
scored a hundred in similar conditions, so I 
had some experience to fall back on.”

That Indian century came in the third Test  
in Nagpur. It was a consummate display that 
owed much to the fighting 176 Cook compiled 

in a losing cause in the 
opening Test in 
Ahmedabad. The 
captain’s innings had 
been a stern rebuke to  
his men; a reminder  
that patience is the 
cornerstone of Test 
batting. In the first 
innings of that 
Ahmedabad Test, Bell 
had holed out first ball 
trying to hit left-arm 
spinner Pragyan Ojha 
over the top. He says he 
lashed out because he 
didn’t trust himself to 
survive long enough to 

build an innings: “I was trying to assert myself 
by playing that shot. I should have asserted 
myself by batting for several hours.” Cook’s 
second-innings knock, however, showed Bell 
what could be achieved if a player battled 
through at the start, backed their defensive 
technique and wore the bowlers down. 
“Alastair reminded me what it meant to build  
a proper innings,” he says.

Talking to Bell, you sense that it’s a cooler, 
more self-aware individual who walks out to 
bat for England at number-five these days. 
There’s a veteran’s insight to his comments; an 
adult calmness to his demeanour. During that 
2012 Indian tour his wife, Chantel, gave birth 
to their first child, Joe. Suddenly runs and 
averages no longer seemed so important. 
“Getting married and being a dad has matured 
me as a person,” he says. “You go home to your 
family; there’s a lot more to life than cricket. 
As a young player desperate to score runs,  
it’s difficult to have the same balance. You 
experience ups and downs just depending on 
how many runs you’ve got.”

Bell talks about his younger self like a wise 
uncle counselling a bright but fragile young 
thing. He admits that his younger self lacked 
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confidence and wanted people to say nice 
things about him; he admits he carried  
early doubts and a cluttered mind. “I wasn’t 
prepared for Test cricket at first,” he says. “I 
wasn’t prepared for the media, the spotlight, 
the mental battle. I’ve grown up now; 
toughened up a bit.”

He’s also more stoical, less defensive about 
past failures and criticisms. He’s happy to hold 
his hand up and say he wasn’t always on top  
of his game, particularly the mental side. He 
talks with relish about drawing on past 
experience to ready himself for the challenge 
at hand. He knows there’s nothing the current 
Australian team can bowl – or say – that 
Warne, McGrath and the rest didn’t in 2005. 
He finds comfort in this. Anyone who watched 
him play Saeed Ajmal in the UAE in 2012  
will recognise that Bell doesn’t much like 
surprises. But he knows there’s little left in 
cricket that can surprise a man with 93 Test 
matches behind him. 

His mantra is now one of self-knowledge. 
“Understand what kind of person you are,”  
he says, “what makes you perform at your 
best. Then do it – whether that’s confronting 
the opposition or staying in the bubble and 
focusing on what you are doing.” He enjoys 
Cook’s calm leadership and the tranquil 
dressing room it engenders. He ignores 
criticisms and plaudits from outside the team. 

“It doesn’t matter what people are saying,” he 
adds. “Just think about the next match.”

could the spotty “Sherminator”, the 
jittery cricketer Shane Watson called “a 
child” during The Oval spat, be turning 

into a canny old pro? Could Bell be morphing 
into a latter-day Cowdrey, Graveney or Thorpe, 
a wizened tough-nut who’s seen it all before? 
Amiss is confident he is: “When you first come 
in to a side there‘s a lot of pressure, you want 
to perform well, but when you do, you have to 
keep on performing at that level. As you get 
more experience you learn how to stay calm, 
pace an innings and build a big score.” Amiss 

believes this is the level Bell has now reached.
This month’s Tests should provide the 

definitive answer. Should Bell score a few more 
match-defining runs, people will forget about 
Ajmal and the horrors of the UAE. Should he 
construct a few more calm hundreds, no one 
will remember the inconsequential 30s and 
40s. A few more big-boy runs and Watson and 
company will have to find a new joke book. It 
doesn’t bother Bell whether the Australians 
target him as one of England’s main threats, 
nor does it concern him if they try to get at him 
with verbals. “It's Australia, someone’s always 
saying something,” he grins. “Besides, we give 
as good as we get. I field at short leg – there’s 
plenty of time to get a few things off my chest 
if need be...”

Sure, he’ll have his off days; the odd 
scramble-brained moment. Trying to hoist 
Nathan Lyon over the top just after tea on the 
first day at Durham, for instance. “Worst shot 
of the innings,” fumed Boycott, before adding 
that had Bell played that shot for Yorkshire in 
the 60s, skipper Brian Close would have most 
likely clouted him. Luckily, Andy Flower and 
Alastair Cook have more subtle ways of 
showing their disapproval. And England, it 
seems, now have a dependable middle-order 
stalwart to rival Cowdrey, Gower and Thorpe. 
Warnie, meanwhile, might need to update his 
dossier. 
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